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Women gig workers face unique challenges in on-demand platforms as gendered aspects of class, caste and labor participation intersect with moments of control experienced on the job. Through in-depth interviews with 19 beauty workers on on-demand home service platforms, we explore how the platformization of informal beauty work in India has ruptured dominant socio-cultural structures of control that have traditionally shaped women's mobility and access to work. This paper maps the ways in which women beauty gig workers experience and are impacted by algorithmic and bureaucratic management practices prevalent in the gig economy in the context of home service platforms in Bangalore. We find that platform control impacts lives in myriad ways, beyond the conditions of work. Women workers negotiate their identities and sense of agency through the visibility afforded by platform control mechanisms. Yet, despite these subversions, being on a platform does not fundamentally change the socio-cultural logic that restricts women's lives in India. These mechanisms work to entrench power asymmetries between customers and workers, as well as maintain them between the platform and the worker.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Surveillance and control concerns have emerged as key issues in the discourse around gig work [7, 38]. As many gig workers access work through app-based platforms, they are exposed to extractive data collection practices, which, in large parts are opaque [36]. Since gig workers are typically categorized as independent contractors, they lack legal labor protections [13, 44], allowing platforms to surveil and control workers in ways that increase productivity, often at the cost of worker agency and wellbeing [62]. For instance, food delivery platforms like Instacart in Canada track worker location and speed to shorten customer wait times at the cost of worker safety [23], while ridesharing platforms like Uber have been known to immediately block workers based on single negative reviews without opportunity for explanation [48].
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Even as the privacy threats of emerging technologies are widely discussed by stakeholders at the global level [52, 65], much recent scholarship and public debate has focused on the inadequacy of these responses in dealing with particular socio-cultural and economic concerns [15], and their situation within the institutional and cultural logics in parts of the Global South [6, 45]. Furthermore, research examining the nature and impact of worker surveillance in the gig economy largely looks at male-dominated occupations like ridesharing and delivery work [8, 47]. Cultural and gendered dimensions of surveillance [32] are reproduced in the world of work [59], which makes it critical to understand how these platforms are collecting and using data on women workers.

Digitally enabled data collection practices in the gig economy intersect with existing social, familial, and cultural norms, as well as economic and political conditions in which women are situated [5, 55]. In India, women still manage the majority of household and childcare duties, and many are expected not to travel without male supervision, which limits opportunities for employment [53]. The experience of surveillance in the gig economy for women in India needs to be situated in this context, taking into account the various ways in which women are already subject to scrutiny by different actors like families, society, and the state [32, 33, 53].

We held in-depth interviews with 19 women beauty workers engaged in full-time gig work to address the following question: How do women working in the gig economy identify and negotiate both explicit and implicit forms of control? We define control as obtaining desired behavior by directing, evaluating, and disciplining worker activities [17, 57]. We study this in the context of Bangalore, India where women beauty work in the gig economy is on the rise. Given Bangalore’s development as a digital startup hub [2], the city has witnessed the birth of multiple gig platforms, including one of the homeservice apps we study. Beauty gig work platforms have experienced significant growth over the last years and are continuing to recruit heavily (at least prior to COVID-19 lockdowns). These platforms advertise the promise of higher pay and greater flexibility compared to salon work [6], where the majority of women beauty gig workers were previously employed. Unlike crowd work where there is no direct contact with requesters [28], beauty workers must work directly with customers in their homes, which allows for the oppressive scrutiny ingressed in India’s long history of informal labor [20, 24, 46]. Unlike ridesharing and delivery work, beauty gig work is performed primarily in private locations, away from the security afforded by public spaces.

Few have studied how the individualized and distributed nature of gig work may reproduce the experiences of workplace surveillance and control, and how women gig workers negotiate these measures in their everyday lives. We find that the experience algorithmic and bureaucratic control, along with class and caste hierarchies [43], depart from other forms of surveillance women workers are subject to by various social actors (family members, customers, salon managers, etc) in the context of India’s largely informal service sector. Rather than these sources of control being additive and reinforcing of each other, our findings unveil how beauty workers use platform control to negotiate entrenched patriarchal, casteist, and classist relationships within their own families, as well as with customers. However, even as beauty workers exercise their agency in subverting control relations through these mechanisms, platform control does not structurally change the socio-cultural logic that restricts women’s lives in India.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 State of Gig Work
The rapid penetration of gig work across global labor markets has led to the interrogation of how the technological mediation of work shapes employment relationships. Defined as “an economic system that uses online platforms to digitally connect workers, or individual service providers,” the
gig economy positions digital labor platforms as third party intermediaries that function merely as aggregators of demand and supply [16]. The gig economy covers a variety of types of work, including crowd work [25], freelance work [34, 56], and on-demand work via apps [13, 22]. As more of the gig economy has moved to mobile-based apps offering a range of services, a significant amount of research has examined how platforms control minimum quality standards of service in the selection and management of the workforce [4, 11, 13].

While work on labor processes on on-demand platforms uncovers how algorithmic control reshape power relations between firms and workers [31, 44], it largely focuses on gig platforms in the Western context. Researchers situated in the Global South argue that socio-economic trends such as the persistence of informality [6, 55], class inequality [27, 35], and hierarchies in the dignity of labor [46] frame the differential experience of algorithmic control by workers in these contexts. Recently, there has been direct action in addressing the institutional shortcomings for regulating gig work through initiatives that have attempted to build systems to rank gig work platforms across metrics such as fair pay, contracts, management, and representation [22].

Recent scholarship has shown how gig work platforms are altering labor practices [38], raising contentious issues around the (mis)classification of workers [16, 44], rising precarity of work [62], and subsequent loss of labor protections [13]. In particular, studies have illustrated how algorithmic management on these platforms shape labor relations, producing information asymmetries in on-demand apps like Uber and Instacart [23, 48], while exerting significant control over their workforce [38, 62]. It is critical to examine these equations in the context of how the nature of work and labor market inform the ways in which algorithmic management shapes working conditions, and in the process, trigger tensions with existing gender norms and patriarchal structures.

2.2 Control in the Workplace

We explore control in the gig economy through management literature on rational control, defined as obtaining desired behavior by directing, evaluating, and disciplining worker activities [17, 57]. Traditionally, managers have relied on technical and bureaucratic control to optimize labor output and economic efficiency [30]. Technical control reflects the use of organizational technologies embedded in the physical facets of production instead of direct supervision, such as the automation of production processes through assembly lines [30]. Bureaucratic control reflects the firm’s organizational structure, and is exercised through a system of rules, procedures, and roles to guide worker behavior such as company policies [17]. Bureaucratic control involves evaluation through human supervision, direct observation, and metrics for assessing work performance [21, 30, 60].

The notion of algorithmic control was introduced as a new form of rational disciplining where platforms use technical capabilities of algorithmic systems to observe and shape worker behavior [30]. This restructuring of control through algorithmic systems in the gig economy produces information and power asymmetries that enable platforms to control workers while simultaneously obfuscating this control process [48]. They define algorithmic control along ‘6 R’s’: using algorithms to direct workers by restricting and recommending, evaluate workers by recording and rating, and discipline workers by replacing and rewarding [30]. Algorithmic control offers a new lens by which technologies are utilized to monitor, manage and control on-demand workers [16, 48]. These aspects of algorithmic control systems allow on-demand platforms to sidestep various social, legal, and economic obligations that frame employment relations [16]; creating ambiguity around the classification of gig workers as employees [16, 38]. In doing so, algorithmic control systems enhance older forms of organizational control between employers and workers [30].
2.3 Gendering Control and unpacking Care Work dynamics in India

We find that gendered patterns of surveillance and control are critical in framing this differential experience of on-demand women workers in India. Indian care economy is heavily gendered, with women often engaged in frontline, low waged service work including paid domestic labor, and customer-facing roles in malls, restaurants and salons [9, 37]. The gig economy reproduces occupational segregation along gender lines [10, 27], and indeed, ride hailing and delivery gig work is mainly done by men. Most studies on on-demand platforms, including those in the Global South, primarily focus on male dominated platforms such as Uber. Women workers are concentrated on home service platforms, such as UrbanClap, HouseJoy, bookmybai.com, etc, where they perform tasks, such as domestic help, care work, and beauty services [46].

Indian labor markets already have a low, and declining participation of women in the paid labor force, with less than 25% of the country’s female population employed or looking to work [41]. The burden of unpaid care responsibilities constrains women’s access to paid work [33, 39]. Indian women spend an average of 6 hours on household chores and caring for family members compared to men’s average of 36 minutes [18]. Patriarchal norms, enforced through family and community, control and restrict women’s access to work, and social and physical mobility [53] – almost 60% of Indian women aged between 15 and 49 are not allowed to go to public spaces alone, such as the market, or outside the community [33]. Construction of women as vulnerable in public spaces [40, 61] not only enables the scrutiny and discriminatory control women are subject to under the guise of safety concerns [49], it also pushes women to reluctantly accept social and familial forms of surveillance and control as their only panacea against the possibilities of violence [40, 49].

International development organizations often position digital labor platforms and their stated promise of flexibility as a solution to balance women’s care responsibilities alongside paid work [1]. This perspective is both countered on practical grounds of the valuation of the kinds of care work women are steered to, which remain low pay, unregulated, and lacking political and legal protection [24, 42, 59], but also work to reproduce such care labor within hegemonic and patriarchal control systems [33]. Paid domestic work, in particular, performed in the privacy of employers homes, has struggled with the ‘invisibility’ of labor [14, 59]. ‘Professionalism’ afforded by home service platforms aims to bring more dignity to the care work and aid women gig workers tackle customer expectations and demands, platforms nonetheless expect workers to behave like ‘entrepreneurs’ – i.e. prioritizing customer satisfaction and constantly maintaining good reviews that subsequently secure repeat work [46]. We seek to probe further, exploring how algorithmic control mechanisms and shifting spatial dynamics reconfigure power relations between workers and customers in the context of home services. We examine whether these dynamics reflect, mitigate or entrench existing inequalities along the lines of gender, caste, and class that shape labor relations in India.

3 METHODS

3.1 Participants

We performed interviews with beauty workers affiliated with two of the primary home service platforms in Bangalore, India. For safeguarding the anonymity of respondents, these platforms are referred to as HomeServers (11 participants) and Houshelp (8 participants). Participants were aged between 21 and 45, and had spent 6 months- 3 years in platform work, while their overall work experience ranged from 6 to 20 years. All but two who had worked in sales had only ever worked in the beauty industry. 13 participants were local to Bangalore, while 6 were migrants - 4 from the Northeast, and 2 from neighboring Tamil Nadu. Three participants had run their own salons. Four participants had completed their undergraduate degree, six others had finished high
school or had some college education, while the rest were school dropouts. Seven respondents had children, twelve were married. Two respondents were single parents.

3.2 Data Collection

We approached participants by hiring beauty services, typically manicures and pedicures, through the HomeServers and HouseHelp apps for 700 INR, which was paid in full by the researcher, either in cash or through the app as per the beautician’s preference. Of the total payment made to the beauty workers, 30% went towards the platform commission. The services were booked at least three hours in advance, and interview requests were made over the phone at least an hour prior to the service, where we explained that we were researchers aiming to document women beauty workers’ experiences on home service platforms. We expressed that the appointment will still be kept even if the beauty worker refused to be interviewed. Further, we conveyed that they did not need to perform the service, the payment would be made anyways, including if they withdrew. Two of the participants engaged in the interview process without performing the service, and the other 17 beauty workers preferred to conduct the service while the interview was ongoing.

Once the beauty workers agreed and arrived for the service, we asked their permission to record the interviews. One participant preferred not to be recorded and two others asked to stop the recording mid-interview, so we took notes instead. The other interviews were recorded and transcribed. Given the heterogeneity of Bangalore’s working population, the interviews were conducted in different languages; two in English, two in Kannada, and the rest were in Hindi. All recordings were transcribed into English.

Interviews lasted 55–110 minutes, and participants were paid extra per time spent. Our initial interview protocol included questions on workers’ salon experiences, daily work after joining the platform, domestic chores, travel, engagement with customers, workplace conversations and exchanges with managers and colleagues; and other general questions about daily social, economic, and cultural lives. We conducted the initial round of interviews with 4 people, through which we identified patterns around platform control and its relation to women’s mobility, and familial and customer relations. The rest of the interviews focused on gendered experiences of surveillance and control as a result of participation in the gig economy.

3.3 Context

We define home service platforms as apps that mediate service labor that is performed in the customer’s home. Both HomeServer and HouseHelp offer a range of homeservices, including personal care services such as massages, beauty (waxing, facials, manicures, pedicures), and makeup; as well as cleaning and maintenance services (plumbing, repairs, etc). Workers underwent extensive background checks by the platform, including identity, police, and address verification. Customers only had to share their name and contact information (email and mobile number) to register on the platform. Both platforms also deployed reputation and rating systems, which allowed customers to rate and review workers based on metrics of hygiene, professionalism, on-time arrival, and overall experience. While HomeServers has recently introduced procedures for workers to rate customers, HouseHelp does not have that option.

3.4 Analysis

In the initial round of open coding [50], we identified broad themes around gendered dimensions of on-demand beauty work, such as women’s socio-economic and physical mobility, safety concerns, and agency in relation to other social actors. We found that platform control mechanisms shaped these aspects of women’s experiences of gig work, and at this point decided to focus the paper on the theme of control. We asked, How do on-demand beauty workers identify and negotiate explicit and
implicit forms of control? We then referred to literature on control in gig work and the workplace in general. We initially decided to focus on algorithmic mechanisms of control [30], given the gig work nature of on-demand beauty work. Through this round of analysis, we performed provisional coding, which begins with an initial list of codes generated from related work suggesting what might be found in the data, and also allows for the addition of new codes [50]. To understand how beauty workers identify experienced forms of control, we coded the data according to the six R’s of algorithmic control: recommending and restricting, recording and rating, and rewarding and replacing [30]. During this process, we also identified the importance of non-algorithmic control in the form of bureaucratic control to beauty worker experiences. To understand how beauty workers negotiate these experiences of control, we performed a separate round of open coding to identify ways in which workers responded to, legitimized, and/or leveraged the control being experienced. This formed the second main section of our findings. Throughout this process, two researchers worked together to review initial transcripts for the first round of coding. Then one researcher performed an initial set of coding for the second and third rounds, checking in regularly with the other researcher to check themes and establish agreement. Once agreement was established on the definition and range of codes, one researcher then finished coding the rest of the data.

4 FINDINGS

From the platform’s onboarding process to day-to-day management, we document the various ways in which beauty workers experience control from both platforms and customers. We map these instances according to established mechanisms of control [30]. In the first section, we identify that beauty workers experience app-based control via algorithmic management—recommending and restricting, rating and recording, and rewarding and replacing. We also identified various instances of bureaucratic control through human supervision. In the second section, we describe how beauty workers use these forms of platform control to negotiate surveillance practices they encounter in other aspects of their work and life. Together, our findings illustrate how platform and customer scrutiny impact the working conditions and overall wellbeing of on-demand beauty workers.

4.1 Mechanisms of Control

Gig work is controlled through supervisory bureaucratic scrutiny layered over three affordances of the platform - through task recommendation, through the recording and evaluation of work, and through incentivizing work. Each of these operates simultaneously, at different levels, helping define and maintain the worker’s relationship with work and platform alike.

4.1.1 Algorithmic Recommending and Restricting. Platforms market themselves more as matching infrastructure rather than providing a service through their employees. Gig work platforms perform algorithmic recommending by matching open tasks (e.g. request for a manicure) to a provider (beauty worker) within a limited radius. While app-based gig work platforms market themselves to workers as flexible, at the heart of these platforms is customer satisfaction, which is operationalized as optimizing the service experience for the customer at the cost of restricting worker actions.

Both platforms alert beauty workers about incoming tasks on an ongoing basis, allowing workers to accept or reject them based on their availability and willingness. Platforms monitor workers acceptance rates, the expectation being that each individual will complete 3-4 tasks per day. Furthermore, while neither platforms technically forbids workers from cancelling on customers, once workers have accepted a task, platforms heavily restrict workers abilities to cancel through monetary penalties on HomeServers, and deprecating ratings on HouseHelp. Workers experience these restrictive processes as a 'choiceless choice', where they only consider cancellation in emergencies.
Table 1. Mechanisms of Control in Platform-based Beauty Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Algorithmic Recommending and Restricting | Using algorithms to suggest certain actions and prohibiting others [30] | • Platform assigns workers to tasks and customers  
• Workers cannot contest unfair ratings  
• Workers cannot exchange contact information with customers |
| Algorithmic Recording and Rating   | Evaluating workers by monitoring, aggregating, and reporting performance [30] | • Customers rate workers on a 5-point scale  
• Tracking task completion through GPS and OTPs  
• Monitoring all text and phone communication with client |
| Algorithmic Rewarding and Replacing | Disciplining workers by rapidly or automatically firing under-performing workers, and rewarding those in good standing [30] | • Performing a certain number of jobs and maintaining a certain rating leads to "Gold Status"  
• Maintaining a certain rating level contributes to "Gold Status"  
• Removing workers when targets are not met  
• Threshold rating for removing workers |
| (Non-algorithmic) Bureaucratic Evaluation | Evaluating workers through organizational rules and procedures, often implemented by direct human supervision [17] | • Trainers scrutinize worker performance during in-person exams and re-training procedures  
• Surprise field checks by managers  
• Extensive background data collection before hiring  
• Managers and trainers monitor beauty workers in the field through regular calls and messages  
• Customers scrutinize/discipline workers in-person |

Beauty workers are drawn to these platforms for the income, but also as a way to access a wider and potentially dedicated customer base. Despite restrictions on direct solicitation and incentives based on targets, which repeat customers help maintain, some workers establish direct relationships with customers to avoid paying platform commission. In general, workers comply:

Some people will call directly. Your service is too good, can you please come directly.  
Give me your personal number, I will call you. So we say, "no ma’am you can book in app only." Because if we go directly means we do not meet our target. -P5

While entrepreneurialism is central to the gig economy discourse, it is restricted within the strict confines of the platform itself [26, 46]. Workers are encouraged to keep all customer communication in the platform and rely on the platform for future booking recommendations. Any sharing of personal contact directly with customers can lead to being banned from a platform.

Furthermore, platforms restrict workers’ abilities to review customers. HouseHelp does not allow beauty workers to rate customers at all. HomeServes has only recently initiated ratings and reviews for customers by beauty workers. Yet, beauty workers ratings for customers seem to carry little weight as participants described instances where they were matched back with customers.
they rated poorly. Reviews by beauty workers don’t serve to offer customers’ feedback, nor do they help other beauty workers in selecting which customers to serve.

4.1.2 Algorithmic Rating and Recording. As the success of on demand platforms hinges primarily on customer satisfaction, platforms surveil and control quality of work through algorithmic rating and recording. Given the work involves going from location to location, unpredictable factors such as traffic or apartment security determine success with platform timing expectations. Both platforms have GPS movement tracking and require a selfie and OTP—a unique number assigned to that location—once the worker arrives at a customer’s location. If HomeServers beauty workers are late for their task, they are automatically penalized by the platform through a dynamic penalty system that charges roughly INR 10 for each 10 min delay.

To meet these demands, workers must plan ahead to maintain the perfect timing, usually ending up early at location - the surplus time for which is unpaid labor. P4 describes how the timing of each work day is contingent on multiple external factors:

Two to three hours are spent on one job. After that, we have already accepted [our next job], so what we do then is we collect all our things, put it in the bag, we book a cab to go for the service. One to two hours can be spent [traveling]. Sometimes you get a cab, sometimes you don’t, sometimes the cab cancels, so that causes a bit of trouble … If we get any [free time] we eat food. Sometimes it doesn’t work out and we wait until we get home to eat. [After work] it takes us about 2 hours to travel home, there’s a lot of traffic.

Participants expressed that the time frame set by platforms for each task was inadequate to deliver satisfactory services. Access to transportation, customer mood, clarity of the address, and setup and cleanup time, all combine to make timings unpredictable.

The power asymmetry between customers and workers is accentuated by the emphasis on customer reviews and ratings. While workers must get recurrent 5 stars to improve ratings, a single bad rating can ruin their overall average. Aside from the difficulty of constantly maintaining a high average, the review and rating process is also opaque. Beauty workers on both HomeServers and HouseHelp cannot see their individual ratings and reviews. Only customers, once matched with a beautician, can view the beautician’s past ratings and reviews. P3 highlight how this lack of transparency prevents platforms from confirming whether the ratings are in fact a fair assessment.

Only we know why they gave their review, and the customer knows. And the reviews they put. They may not all be true right? Not every customer will say the truth.

P19 from HouseHelp believes that the app records all interactions with the customer, from phone calls and messages (via the app) to in person conversations during the service if the app is on. While the platform has not verified this claim, the platforms state that conversations between the worker and customer are reviewed in case of disputes. Beauticians from both platforms report that platform managers have warned that the platform is ‘always in the know’ about whatever happens, but it is unclear which conversations they are referring to and how they make these judgements.

4.1.3 Algorithmic Rewarding and Replacing. Both HomeServers and HouseHelp penalize workers who do not complete the minimum number of tasks decided by the platform. In effect, work that is marketed as flexible is instead subject to many of the characteristics of traditional employment without the same benefits or protections. Through an enforced target system, the quantity of work performed is surveilled and controlled through algorithmic rewarding and replacing. For instance, beauty workers in HomeServers are required to complete a minimum of 30 tasks every month. Participants like P6 reported that the inability to meet targets results in the removal from the app without prior warning.
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So many targets, even the people who are earning 50-60k, they have also been removed. Whoever has not reached the target, all those people (are removed). People will also say you need luck. They are removed like that only. In our app you can see [how many jobs are completed]. So if they do not do them, they are blocked automatically.

P6 explained that workers who choose longer-form tasks, such as a combination of multiple services, are held to the same target system. Longer tasks pay more at one location, which allows financial productivity despite less travel. The target system depends essentially on a flexible personal schedule to be able to plan and buffer time, so it is challenging for women with domestic and care responsibilities. Despite the discourse of greater flexibility in gig work, P14, a young mother, highlights how the target systems favor some kinds of flexibility, penalizing others:

Before, as much as I wanted, that’s how much I’d work. I used to take more leaves. Now, they’ve put a minimum. They also get more business. Thirty jobs minimum...Kids are there no? If health is not good, sometimes they’ll be sick for 8 days and if we have to go out somewhere, with kids is no.

Participants from both platforms noted that whenever they took leave over a day or two, they received phone calls from their managers to enquire after why they were on leave, and when they’d be coming back.

In addition to the minimum target requirement, HomeServers has also introduced a ‘Gold Status’ incentive system, awarded to workers who complete over 60 jobs per month and maintain a 4.8 or above average rating. This rating system provides various benefits, like opportunities to take out loans through HomeServers, and an extension of the helpline access. P7, a HomeServers worker with Gold Status, described how before having Gold Status, she did not understand why the helpline was often unresponsive and even penalized her for “abusing” (calling often) the helpline system. Only after her status upgrade did she learn that non-Gold Status members are limited to 8-10 calls, while those with Gold Status are given up to 40 helpline calls per month.

Target requirements pose undue pressures on beauty workers to extend themselves beyond the usual demands of gig work—increasing the number of gigs per day involves transitioning in and out of jobs, as well as the difficult logistics of getting around Bangalore, which has some of the worst traffic in the world [12]. The efficiencies of productivity and convenience thus benefit the customer and platform alike by relaying these tasks to the worker. Due to the uneven, gendered distribution of care responsibilities, these controls can prevent women, particularly those with limited childcare support and free time, from accessing employment on such gig platforms.

4.1.4 Bureaucratic Evaluation. In addition to algorithmic control, we found that beauty workers also experienced significant bureaucratic control through the hiring and training processes from the platform, and through customer surveillance. These examples of non-algorithmic control highlight the weight of in-person control in shaping the experiences of on-demand beauty workers.

Hiring and Training. To prepare, and more importantly, standardize a large population of beauty workers to meet customer demands, HomeServers and HouseHelp have rigorous hiring and training processes which set the expectations around customer relations and professionalism. In doing so, the training process frames the image of ‘the ideal worker’—resilient in their politeness and professionalism, constantly adaptable to the needs of customers, and always presentable in appearance. Much of the surveillance and control mechanisms in place focus on maintaining these performance standards through collection of personal data and bureaucratic control. The hiring process begins with an interview which involves skill testing and a complete background check, including house and police verification. Incidentally, background checks are not mandatory for the customers.
While all beauty workers on home service apps have a minimum of 3-5 years of experience as required by the platforms, they undergo a rigorous training process before they join the active platform-based workforce. Poor ratings and reviews land beauty workers in retraining or exclusion from the platform. Retraining sessions can be harsh, since they focus on ‘fixing’ a service provider.

There is one [trainer], she is very bossy, made me cry a lot. [One customer] put a bad review, so because of that it was a very bad experience. That time, I left work for 15-20 days [to be retrained]. -P3

Workers are trained to provide a standardized experience - all beauty workers wear the same uniform with the company logos, use the same hair or body care products purchased via the platform, and conduct the services in the same manner. This formalization of presentation and performance [46] intends to shape beauty workers into an identifiable image of the platform. This also underlines the gendered dimensions at play in the beauty industry - highlighting the ‘feminine’ traits of a trained worker in terms of their appearance and subservience.

**Customer Surveillance.** Once beauty workers are inside the customers’ home, the platform recedes as the dominant source of surveillance for the duration of the service, and customers assert direct measures of surveillance and control over workers. Various beauty workers express that the in-home nature of gig beauty work has further entrenched the power disparity between customers and beauty workers. Being in their own physical space gives the customer and service provider a different relationship with the setting of the service, as opposed to a public environment like a salon. P7 described an instance when a customer made her wait for hours before her scheduled service. Despite registering a complaint through the helpline, she did not really receive any support in handling the situation.

One client made me wait so much- 6:30 she had one facial only, but she started the facial at 10:45pm. She said, ‘Please, no one is there. I have to drop my family at the railway station. Please wait for me, I’ll be back in one hour, by 7:30.’ Ok fine, but she didn’t come then. Then I said, ‘ma’am it’s getting late, and I’m getting calls from home.’ She said, ‘please please wait for me, I’m just coming soon.’ She had paid already, so what else could I do. I called the helpline. They said, ‘ma’am its your choice, you can cancel or complete the job.’ Ok, I had already waited for so long, I stayed. You know what the client said? Thank you, you for waiting so long? No, nothing like that! They said, ‘just because it’s late, don’t do a hasty job, do it properly.’ I was getting so angry!

The platforms cancellation policies are skewed against beauty workers, affording customers more control over the situation. Platforms are generous with cancellation policies for customers, allowing cancellations without penalizing them since it helps retain and expand the customer base. However a cancellation by a worker has cost (HomeServers) and rating (HouseHelp) repercussions. This power imbalance impacts beauty workers in their ability to make targets, manage travel expenditure, as well as wasting their time.

For the beautician, the governing artifact is the app-assigned rating. The stress of maintaining customer satisfaction and high ratings translates to beauty workers accepting unreasonable treatment by customers. There are parallels between the ways in which people treat household help and service providers, which are reinforced in implicit and explicit ways. For instance, platform workers are typically expected to leave their footwear outside the threshold of a home (whereas guests would usually leave their footwear past the entrance of the home, or keep it on). Other examples of caste and class divides include workers being expected to bring their own portable stools to sit on, sitting on the floor, not asking for drinking water, and not using the bathroom. The caste and class gaze through which customers examine and evaluate beauty workers also comes across in the way they speak to beauty workers.
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There are also those [customers] who, even though they aren't that rich, don't give us any respect at all. 'You people don't have any hygiene, you come from poor backgrounds, you come from slum areas.' They say stuff like this. -P2

Similarly, while beauty workers are trained to clean the space they use to perform the service, many reported interactions with customers who demanded that beauty workers clean much more than they were required to, such as sweeping the entire room/apartment. This kind of behavior and expectations of home service workers is deeply linked to the class and caste hierarchies that shape labor relations in the Indian beauty and domestic service industries. Domestic work in India, the bulk of which is performed by women from lower castes, suffer from exploitative working conditions [9, 37], is largely unorganized, and structurally excluded from access to labor protection and regulation [42]. We find that in certain instances, customers using on-demand platforms in India reflect a similar attitude, reproducing this power dynamic in the context of home services.

4.2 Negotiating Control

Research evaluating the impact of algorithmic management tools in the gig economy highlights how gig workers weigh the opportunity cost of control on a daily basis—in task selection, engagement with the platform, and so forth. In this section we examine how beauty workers negotiate their experience of control by comparing and contrasting their experiences with platform work to other aspects of their lives. Despite the negative experiences outlined in the previous section, beauty workers negotiated, and in many ways legitimized these experiences, by expressing preferences for algorithmic mechanisms. These mechanisms were seen as more fair than in-person management, and in some ways helped them overcome patriarchal structures, negotiate customer disputes, and learn new career skills.

4.2.1 Pushing Back Against Patriarchal Structures. One of the primary barriers to accessing work are patriarchal expectations governing women, including control over their physical movements and what roles they are allowed to play in society. Women are expected to stay home, manage the household, and not travel without male family accompaniment, for both safety and modesty reasons. In effect, the new ability to perform work around the city for paid beauty gigs was seen by many women gig workers as a significant shift towards achieving greater personal freedom.

Many of the beauty workers expressed that their families were initially concerned about their safety when traveling to different locations and entering strangers’ homes. Workers described using examples of platform surveillance to prove that someone was keeping track of them for their safety. For example, when she asked how she convinced her parents to join HomeServers, P7 described the platform’s methods of surveillance as a form of security:

My family was scared, so I told them, 'Look there's good security here. For starting job and ending they ask for OTP, then if something happens, if there's a problem, there are people for us. Even then for one month they were observing, saying 'don't do it, go somewhere else.' But once I started earning nicely, since then they said, 'ok it's good.'

Beauty workers are expected to provide an OTP to the platform whenever they arrive at a job. The OTP feature lets the platform know when beauty workers begin and end their job, so they can place them in real time. Participants also reported receiving calls from managers if they did not begin their task at the scheduled time. While some perceived this as micro-management, others interpreted it as an extra check on their safety. Beauty workers expressed that their families were more comfortable with them travelling to different areas and working in strangers’ homes because they trusted the platform to monitor them at all times.

Workers seemed to derive newfound confidence and freedom through the presence of the platform gaze as an omnipresent safety monitor. Many participants reported not having stepped
outside their neighbourhood until they joined home service platforms. Platform work requires them to go to different neighborhoods, demanding them to venture out of their comfort zones. P4 describes how knowing that the platform is constantly aware of her movements affords her a sense of confidence.

On the app we learn how to be and talk, how to have ‘dareness’... We don’t know the area. What will we do if something happens? This is how girls think ma’am. 90% of girls, they are always working carefully ma’am. So because of that, we need to have at least a little bit of dareness, because we have worked on HouseHelp for so long, shouldn’t be scared like this. By dareness I mean like how we came here [to the customers home]. If in this much time the service is not over, then they [the platform] will know.

Other participants also discussed how their families have become more lenient with their movements, after they joined on-demand platforms. P7 discusses how her family no longer scrutinizes her work timing, as they would when she worked at the salon.

So earlier, they used to call around 8pm and ask ‘where are you? what’s going on?’

Now, even if it goes to 11pm-12am, no one asks anything. They know I’m working.

We trace this relaxation of familial control to the reassurance enabled by platform surveillance. Patriarchal norms restricting women’s access to work are shaped by various conditions, complex combinations of women’s safety concerns mingled with the need to control their public visibility and independence. The real threat of violence against women, combined with restrictive patriarchal norms contribute to women’s low participation in the Indian workforce. We find that workers legitimize platform surveillance and control by convincing themselves and their family that these mechanisms afford a greater sense of safety.

4.2.2 Managing Customer Relationships. Even as workers experienced the platform’s helpline policies and responses as inadequate and structurally biased towards customers, platform surveillance is still viewed as a neutral gaze when managing customer relations. Beauty workers see platform surveillance as not only working to maintain professional standards, but also standardizing workplace expectations by setting fixed prices and overseeing timings. For example, P5 discusses how customers try and subvert these fixed standards by asking beauty workers to work for them outside the platform.

They will ask for a discount. ‘HomeServers is giving this much no? If I’m calling directly, you can give some discount?’ But, then they will not like the service that time. ‘You have to do little more here, you have to do little more here.’

Getting into direct transactional relationships can be also be tricky because the worker is then dependent on a direct negotiation with a customer. In these cases, beauty workers can turn these customers away by citing that it is against company policy to take on clients outside the platform. Beauty workers also rely on company policies to reject potentially unsafe working conditions. While workers are told that they don’t have to service men, the platform does not identify and turn away male clients. P17 described how she uses the company helpline to deal with situations of unexpected male customers.

I will not go inside until I see the females. This bad experience happened. One person books it for their mother. He says, ‘it’s a surprise, I booked for my mom.’ I made him understand company policy—until we talk to the client, we are not supposed to come to take the service. I tried to make him understand, but still he’s requesting me, ‘please come, please come.’ And I said no I cannot. Please cancel this thing. And I called the helpline and told this happened and they also said don’t go.
Access to a helpline in these situations helps beauty workers feel that platforms have their best interests in mind. Yet, women beauty workers have to individually confirm with each customer on their own, and platforms do not seem to take any action against male customers who regularly make appointments for supposedly women customers.

Even though the platform surveillance infrastructure affords more power to customers (through ratings etc.), it still maintains a veneer of neutrality in their mediation of the customer-worker disputes. For instance, P7 has worked on HomeServers for over a year and has managed to keep her average rating above 4.8 for this period. She described a recent incident where a customer accused her of stealing perfume from her house.

Perfume went missing, but they [Homeservers] handled it really well. But they blocked my profile for 8 days, because they had to confirm whether I'm lying or the client is lying... Last I said, 'Ok sir, alright you don't even trust me this much.' Like this, I sent such a long message. After that they checked properly. Where all and how I've worked... After that I got a call from my team, 'Your issue has been cleared, we've checked. Now, for 11 months you have been with us nicely, not even one complaint against you. You should start your work again,' then they unblocked me... Homeservers is very good ma'am. Other people will get feedback like this, and if something like this happens, they'll say it's a problem and fire you only. But HomeServers wasn't like that. They called me back nicely.

Though HomeServers did not inform P7 that she would be blocked, she perceived her treatment by the platform as 'fair'. She expressed that she was grateful that HomeServers eventually cleared her name and she was allowed to go back to work. She explained that in other workplace scenarios, managers would likely have fired her on the spot without verifying the allegations against her and giving her the opportunity to defend herself.

However, not all workers express this sense of trust with the platform's judgement. Others have described instances when customers gave them unfair reviews due to conditions out of their control, yet the platforms did not allow them to dispute the rating. While the platform deploys extensive data collection meant to scrutinize workers, they collect little information from customers. This disparity between the treatment of workers and clients indicates the reinforcement of power imbalances in gig work. Some beauty workers are under the impression that clients are also vetted before being allowed to access the platforms services, though this is not the case. In the case of minor disagreements, workers express that the platform has the means to verify the claims against them by reviewing the customer and worker perspectives, and taking into account consistent work history. But, in most instances, platforms do not invest in this process for minor offences.

4.2.3 Improvement from In-person Surveillance in Salon Work. All participants had worked in salons for at least 3-5 years prior to joining platform work. Unpacking beauty workers motivation to try out app based work, Raval and Pal position the platform as the 'anti salon' [46]. Even though platforms restrict flexibility through targets and micro-management, platform beauty workers preferred the perceived flexibility of platform work over their previous salon experiences. P9, a young mother, found the physical surveillance through constant human supervision in salons as far more oppressive.

Because when we want we can work [on the platform]. There is no owner. Nobody telling you have to definitely do this today and you have to. In the parlour, the closing time is 8pm. If a customer comes in at 8pm and says, 'Oh I have to, urgent please.' We have to do it. [Once] my baby had a hernia operation when he was one. Then I took leave for 25 days [from Homeservers]. I got a call from HomeServers, I told them my
baby had an operation. ‘Ok,’ they said, ‘try doing 1-2 orders’ [a day], and then left it. They didn’t torture much. But in the parlor, if I leave for more than a day or two, they would cut my salary.

Salons typically demand 10-12 hour shifts, and mostly rely on human supervisors. These supervisors have significantly more control over workers' schedule and movement, sometimes even removing worker phones at the beginning of the day to restrict all external communication with friends and family. Participants also highlight how the complete reliance on physical managers to assess beauty workers can lead to preferential treatment. For instance, P7 described how in the salon, she had to appease the manager.

Sometimes there can be partiality at the salon. Here [on HomeServers] they don’t see that. If you’re doing good work, then they’ll support you, like that they give hope. The feedback [from HomeServers] is also good. They watch us nicely. Salon it’s not like that, whoever they are fond of, only those people will get support. That has happened with me. ‘No sir, I didn’t do that.’ ‘Quiet, just watch your work.’ Here they don’t talk like that. If sir [platform manager] says something, then I say, ‘ok I’ll check.’ If it’s my fault, then nicely he will scold me, ‘your fault only, why what happened?’ he’ll ask. If it’s not my fault, ‘ok ma’am, we’re with you on your side, don’t get stressed.’

Unlike physical management, platforms are seen as more impartial and only take into consideration what beauty workers see as less biased measures of performance, like arriving to jobs on time, completing jobs on time, and higher customer ratings. In effect, these acts of platform surveillance are interpreted as a means of fairness rather than oppression when compared to salon work.

4.2.4 Opportunity for Upskilling. While the training period draws on heavy bureaucratic evaluation through the monitoring of performance and dress, many beauty workers expressed this process to be helpful nonetheless. The training period relies mainly on human supervision, with the trainers monitoring and working with beauty workers to professionalize their services according to the platforms standards, akin to a short professional beauty course. P5 discussed how, aside from being able to keep up with current industry knowledge, the scrutiny of their behavior during training also helped them improve their communication skills.

It’s like I learned more ma’am, like how I have to talk to customers, in what time I have to talk, how customer is there, how customer thinks, how they feel, if they are angry or moody. So, we have to check that and we have to talk. If we talk directly, they will scold.

After the training period, each batch forms a Whatsapp group with their trainers. When asked how they perceived having a manager present in their online conversations with peers, workers expressed that it was useful to be in contact with someone more experienced. The Whatsapp group is used for various reasons—beauty workers clarify doubts about products and processes, trainers check up on the workers in their team (particularly on HouseHelp), and they also regularly share information and videos on new products and services, as well as promotional offers. In effect, it allows managers to remotely monitor beauty workers on a regular basis, while also sharing curated information.

In the absence of salon-based supervisors, the brunt of managing customers falls largely on individual beauty workers. Platforms present cost effective yet professional facilities for beauty workers to develop service-specific and interpersonal skills on a regular basis. Access to training facilities and industry knowledge allows workers to keep updating their skill set, as well as encouraging their career progression. Beauty workers contextualized the scrutiny they are subject to as an important step to improve their skill set.
5 DISCUSSION

Our study highlights the contours of control aimed at women beauty workers in the gig economy, enforced through a mix of algorithmic and bureaucratic structures. We find that beauty workers use these mechanisms of control to negotiate entrenched patriarchal, casteist and classist relationships with family and customers. Ultimately, this does not change the logic of patriarchal norms, nor the class, caste and gender disparities that govern women’s independence and access to work [54]. Rather, platform control works to subordinate other social institutions, such as the family, and in some ways, reproduces its position at the top of the social hierarchy [63].

In the algorithmic governmentality experienced by workers, we see forms of “participatory surveillance,” where the controlled subjects, like beauty workers, are at once subject to disciplining, but also leverage and re-appropriate monitoring technologies for purposes of agency and empowerment [3]. Previous examples of workers enacting strategies of control through technology include marking their status as busy on digital platforms [58] and withholding information in crowd work tasks [51]. We expand on this literature by discussing this activity in the context of beauty work, specifically how workers leverage platform-enacted control to negotiate their position with family and customer relations in an ecosystem that heavily disciplines women’s behaviors and actions. We noted that in many instances, the visibility of women beauty workers offered them “opportunities to take action, seek information, and communicate” [3]. They actively utilized this visibility to enact control by furthering their socio-economic mobility. Yet we find that women’s bodies and actions continue to be surveilled, only now, under the economic logic of gig platforms.

5.1 Negotiating Familial Control Through Platform Surveillance

The impact of control mechanisms exercised by home service platforms like HomeServers and HouseHelp is not limited to the employment relationship between workers and the platform. In a bid to access socio-economic mobility, through education and work opportunities, Indian women navigate multiple sources of socio-cultural control [32], from the formal institutions and public spaces they seek to inhabit [53], to their families and communities [33]. By painting women as vulnerable in public places, families inhibit women’s freedom of movement [40, 61]. This translates to limiting women’s work options [29], with many participants noting how, before working with these platforms, they could only work in salons close to their homes.

As our study illustrates, beauty workers on home service platforms manipulate this alleged promise of increased safety through algorithmic control to subvert familial surveillance and control [35, 40]. Participants discussed how, after joining the home service platform, their world grew from the boundaries of their home and immediate community to various other neighbourhoods of Bangalore. Familial actors only loosened their grip over women family members when they were given the assurance that women’s behavior and movements would be monitored even in their absence by the home service platforms [33]. Both apps have introduced S.O.S. buttons in cases of emergency. Yet, it is the constant scrutiny of women’s movements through algorithmic recording, such as GPS enabled location coordinates and selfies at the beginning of work, through which women were able to defend safety concerns to their family. Similar to findings on service work platforms, this negotiation of familial control through platform control mechanisms highlights another example of worker agency in using facets of pervasive technologies for reasons other than their intended use [3, 58].

It is not so much that platform work mitigates the control of women’s bodies, rather it works to displace familial actors in certain moments. For instance, the burden of unpaid care labor that women perform is a product of patriarchal hegemony enforced through familial control practices [33]. In keeping with emerging studies [6], we find that while in some cases the higher earnings
afforded by platform work help in easing demands around women’s unpaid care labor, it does not challenge the conditions that shape their domestic responsibilities. In particular, mothers and married beauty workers noted waking up as early as 5am to complete their household chores before embarking on their app-based services, spending anywhere between 6-10 hours daily at work in addition to performing home chores like cooking and cleaning. The flexibility afforded by gig platforms in many ways facilitates gendered patterns of labor, stretching women’s efforts between paid and unpaid care work.

5.2 Negotiating Customer Control

Our study examines how aspects of formalization facilitate the re-enactment of workers’ identities [3] through tropes of professionalism [46]. For instance, participants reported that when customers tried to bargain with them about the cost of the service, an attempt to devalue their work, workers politely referred them to company policy and the pre-set service rates given on the app. Furthermore, workers also utilized algorithmic restricting functions to limit their interactions with customers, declining requests for their personal contact numbers by citing platform restrictions.

The moulding of the ‘professional’ worker is produced through implicit control mechanisms that are designed to fulfill customer expectations [19]. Bureaucratic control, experienced through the training process and daily moments of human supervision (e.g., calls and messages from managers), direct women beauty workers in their presentation (e.g., compulsory uniforms) and engagement with customers (e.g., emphasis on soft skills, politeness) to be professional service providers. Raval’s research on women gig workers in India highlights how platforms aim to create entrepreneurial subjects who must invest in these various forms of emotional labor to transcend issues of status and work precarity in a quest for legitimacy as “professionals” [46].

Given the regulatory lacunae in relation to gig platforms, both the platforms we studied were not pressured by law to enforce fair employment relations [59]. Algorithmic rating structures privilege customer power over workers’ agency: both platforms place emphasis on the maintenance of high ratings through algorithmic rewarding and replacing mechanisms [30]. Similar research on care workers in the U.S. context has pointed out how the nature of platform-initiated formalization (record keeping of wages, documenting workers performance through ratings, etc.) enhances workers’ vulnerability in relation to the platform and customers [59]. Further, we find that HomeServers does not place any value on beauty workers’ rating for customers, while HouseHelp does not offer this functionality at all. Algorithmic control functions then enable platform companies and customers to evaluate and discipline workers, but prevent workers from doing the same.

We find that the shift from a commercial monitored working space (the salon) to the private sphere of the customer’s home recreates tensions that have traditionally shaped the working conditions of paid household help, typically performed by women from underclass and lower caste communities [20, 43]. Caste legacies in Indian society associate purity and hygiene with upper caste bodies, in opposition to lower caste identities which are constructed as ‘dirty’ and ‘impure’ [14, 64]. We noted how customers called beauty workers ‘dirty’ and ‘unhygienic’ as attempts to assert their caste superiority and subsequent power over workers. Moreover, algorithmic rating systems emphasizing ‘hygiene’ as a metric to evaluate beauty workers entrench caste disparities that frame control relations. Participants pointed out that in their previous work experiences, these tensions were mediated by salon managers, and the public environment of the salon space prevented customers from treating beauty workers as servants. Rather, power structures associated with traditional household help shaped customers’ behavior and perception towards platform-based beauty workers, from their dress, speech, and demeanor. In reaction, beauty workers on home service platforms have to demonstrate various kinds of inferiority [14], and oftentimes, these
assumptions were enacted in the extra work they were expected to do, which included cleaning the entire apartment in addition to their beauty tasks.

Both the workers and customers understood implicitly that if they refused to perform extra work, or transgressed certain caste lines such as using bathrooms, touching utensils, seating without the appropriate assent from the customer, it would impact their ratings. Thus, the shift in spatial dynamics of work, alongside the asymmetric rating systems, allow customers “to serve as middle managers,” who in large part control beauty workers access to work opportunities [59]. While the emphasis on image and behavior encourages beauty workers to renegotiate their identity through the trope of professionalism [46], we find that algorithmic and non-algorithmic control mechanisms ultimately work to prioritize the customer experience over worker wellbeing.

6 LIMITATIONS
While performing our interviews in this one region (Bangalore, India) limits generalizability, we intend for the findings to provide an in depth understanding of the experiences of on-demand beauty workers. The larger themes that we discuss around gender, class, and caste could inform our understanding of women in gig work in the larger context of workplace control. The policies and control mechanisms of platforms in other cities and parts of the world could lead to very different impressions of control, and we welcome further research with workers on different platforms to compare and contrast. Due to the COVID-19 lockdown, our interview data collection was cut short as people were encouraged to not hire on-demand beauty workers for health reasons.

7 CONCLUSION
Women service workers in India are under constant scrutiny. Different social actors, from their families and communities, to employers and customers, monitor and discipline their bodies, behaviour, and actions. This study explores how the platformization of beauty services through the emergence of home service apps reconfigures women beauty workers’ experiences of control with not only the platform, but with other social structures as well. We document and unpack how women beauty gig workers identify and make sense of moments of control experienced on the job. We also show how workers have agency, and that they actively leverage platform control functions to negotiate modes of familial and customer control. In this, our work pushes the limits of critical questions that will occupy us in examining the changing world of work. Platforms, even if built in a universalizing mode to behave the same for workers around the world, cannot be studied in isolation from the gendered, cultural, and class realities of the settings where they are used.
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